The majority of work in the field of evolutionary robotics concerns itself with evolving control strategies for human designed or bio-mimicked robot morphologies. However, there are reasons why co-evolving morphology along with control may provide a better path towards realizing intelligent agents. Towards this goal, a novel method for evolving three-dimensional physical structures using CPPN-NEAT is introduced which is capable of producing artifacts that capture the non-obvious yet close relationship between function and physical structure. Moreover, it is shown how more fit solutions can be achieved with less computational effort by using growth and environmental CPPN input parameters as well as incremental changes in resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Robots that operate in outdoor or other unstructured environments such as the home or office would be of great social utility. But, to date, the vast majority of robots currently in use operate only in structured environments such as factories. If robots are to make the migration from factories into our everyday lives they will need to be adaptive; that is, they must exhibit intelligent behavior.
According to proponents of embodied artificial intelligence such intelligent behavior arises out of the coupled dynamics between an agent's body, brain and environment [9, 2, 25, 4] . One extension of this concept is that the complexity of an agent's controller and morphology must match the complexity of the task or tasks that it is required to perform. However, when extending this idea to more complex agents in more complex environments it is not clear how to distribute responsibility for different behaviors across the agent's controller and morphology. For example, if all a robot needs to do is follow a light source over flat terrain wheels and a direct sensory motor mapping would be an appropriate solution [8] , but if the robot must be able to navigate over a variety of terrains and perform more complicated tasks a more complex control strategy and/or morphology are required. This issue of scaling has been one of the major obstacles in developing robots capable of robust and adaptive behavior in unstructured environments.
Background
Evolutionary robotics [17, 24] , in which evolutionary algorithms are employed to optimize the control policy of a robot, has provided one framework for overcoming the limitations of human intuition in designing robust, non-linear, control strategies. However, the majority of work in evolutionary robotics has done only that: optimize control strategy for a human designed or bio-mimicked robot morphology. This methodology has severe limitations: fixing a robot's morphology places limits and biases on the kinds of action that the robot can perform, and therefore also on the more complex behaviors that those actions may eventually support. For example, a robot with legs can only exhibit legged locomotion while a wheeled robot with a rigid gripper can only move over even terrain and grasp objects with a fixed radius.
However, there are ways to overcome these limitations. Evolutionary algorithms may be used to optimize robot morphology as well as the control policy. Sims [28] first introduced an evolutionary framework in which both the morphology and control of simulated machines were optimized in virtual environments to produce adaptive behavior. This work was followed by other studies [14, 21, 1, 22, 20, 18, 19, 30, 15, 5, 7, 6] in which aspects of the machine's morphology and control were evolved in virtual environments. This approach has the advantage of discovering body plans appropriate for the machine's task environment rather than being artifacts of human design biases or copies of animal body plans only appropriate for that animal's ecological niche.
In fact, it is sometimes possible to construct morphologies ideally suited to their task environment such that no active control is necessary to accomplish non-trivial behaviors. One class of such morphologies are passive dynamic walkers [13, 33] . These "robots" are able to stably locomote down an inclined plane without using any sensors or motors. Their stability and momentum conservation are inherent properties of their body plans. If the prevailing view held by robotocists that an appropriate morphology will always be intuitive to design, as summed up by Nelson et al.
Humans are much better at designing physical systems than they are at designing intelligent control systems: complex powered machinery has been in existence for over 150 years, whereas it is safe to say that no truly intelligent autonomous machine has ever been built by a human (p. 22) [23] .
were correct then it would be intuitive how to design such structures. However, such body plans are non-intuitive to design because they have subtle dependencies on mass distribution and structural curvatures, making automated methods including evolutionary algorithms good candidates for designing these artifacts.
In order to capture the essence of evolving non-trivial physical structures the current work tackles the problem of evolving solid objects with these important properties. While not incorporating any actuation and therefore not robots, strictly speaking, the structures evolved in this work provide a stepping stone for the eventual evolution of fully articulated robots controlled by closed loop, neural network control policies. This approach is not without precedent in the field of evolutionary robotics. Funes and Pollack [16] first demonstrated evolving solid structures such as bridges, scaffolds, and crane arms constructed of Lego bricks before moving on to the evolution of actuated robots [26] .
Specifically, the work presented in this paper makes use of a recently introduced abstraction of development known as compositional pattern producing networks (CPPNs) [31] to grow three-dimensional physical structures. In this paper, these CPPNs are evolved using CPPN-NEAT [31] to produce physical structures capable of conserving momentum to achieve maximum displacement due to gravity. CPPNs are used here because they are a form of indirect encoding that have been shown able to capture geometric symmetries appropriate to the system being evolved, are capable of reproducing outputs at multiple resolutions [29] , and have shown promise in producing neural network control policies for legged robots [11, 12] . The combination of these features makes it likely that evolving CPPNs will prove to be a more promising approach to realizing intelligent agents than other approaches.
This paper presents a method for using CPPN-NEAT along with a novel growth procedure to evolve three dimensional structures appropriate for a specific task, presents some advantages of CPPN-NEAT over other methods that may be used for evolving three-dimensional physical structures, and discusses how this method can be extended to co-evolve actuated body plans and control strategies.
METHODS
This section presents a brief description of CPPNs and the CPPN-NEAT evolutionary algorithm. This is followed by a description of the methods used for generating threedimensional physical structures from evolved genotypes. Following this a description is presented of the fitness function used for evaluating these structures.
CPPNs
Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs) are a form of artificial neural network (ANN) where each internal node can have an activation function drawn from a diverse set of functions instead of being limited to a sigmoid function as is the case with classical ANNs. This function set includes functions that are repetitive such as sine or cosine as well as symmetric functions such as gaussian, thus easily allowing for motifs seen in natural systems: symmetry, repetition, and repetition with variation.
CPPN-NEAT
CPPN-NEAT uses the NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [32] method of neuro-evolution to evolve increasingly complex CPPNs. An extension of CPPN-NEAT -HyperNEAT-has been used [29, 11, 12] to evolve traditional ANNs, where each node is embedded in a geometric space and whose coordinates are fed to an evolved CPPN. In effect the connections are "painted" on to the network from the output patterns produced by the CPPN. As shown by Stanley et al. [29] this has the crucial benefit that a CPPNs evolved to produce the connectivity patterns of small ANNs can be re-queried at a higher resolution to produce the connectivity patterns of larger ANNs without needing to reevolve these large ANNs. Analogously CPPNs evolved to produce structures at one resolution should be able to also produce structures at a higher resolution.
CPPNs have several properties desirable for generating robot morphologies. It is directly evident that geometry is a key aspect of any artifact existing in a physical or simulated physical environment. Providing the evolutionary process with information about this geometry should be useful in evolving functional structures. Additionally the ability to operate at multiple resolutions should allow for the rapid evolution of coarse grained structures composed of a small number of large components followed by re-querying the generating CPPN to produce qualitatively similar structures composed of a greater number of smaller components without needing to evolve CPPNs for these higher resolution morphologies from scratch.
Importantly, if the evolved structures are to be physically fabricated using a technique like that outlined in [20] the structures' dynamical properties must be retained across the simulation-reality gap [3, 34] . The ability to query the same evolved encoding at different resolutions should be useful in this endeavor since the dimensions and densities with which the evolved structures will be fabricated most likely will not be able to precisely match those of the simulation.
Growing Three-Dimensional Physical
Structures from CPPNs
In this work three-dimensional physical structures are grown from evolved CPPNs. Each structure is composed of many spherical cells which fuse together to make rigid bodies. For an example of a structure produced in this way see The growth procedure begins with a single cell, henceforth referred to as the root, located at a designated origin. A cloud composed of n points is cast around this cell with the n points being evenly distributed on the surface of the root sphere (all n points are at distance r from the center of the root). This point cloud is cast using a spiral method that is a variant of the algorithm presented by Saff and Kuijlaars [27] . Specifically the method is the "golden section" modification to the Saff and Kuijlaars algorithm described in [10] . Once this cloud is cast, every point in the cloud is used to query a CPPN to retrieve a single output value. This output value can be thought of as a concentration of matter at that point, such that when over a certain matter threshold, Tmatter, a cell will be placed at that point. The more the output value exceeds the matter threshold the denser the cell placed at that point will be. This creates a continuum from no cell to very light cells to heavier cells (since the cells are all the same size, density and weight are completely correlated).
The CPPN takes as input the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of the point in question as well as a constant bias input. Additionally information is provided as input about the growth trajectory itself: two angles φ1 and θ1 describe the direction from the parent cell that this point is located and an additional two angles (φ2 and θ2) provide directional information about the parent cell relative to its own parent cell. Further knowledge of the growth trajectory is provided via an input that receives the number of cells in the growth tree separating this point from the root (the cell's depth, d). Additional input is provided by a value representing the radius of the cells being considered for addition (r) thus informing the CPPN about the resolution at which the structure is being grown. Resolution will be dependent on the environment in which the physical structure exists, therefore this value may be considered an environmental input.
Once the output values for all n points in the cloud have
Initialize priority queue q, with priority based on cell density 3.
Create cell c at origin with full density, add to structure S and flag its coordinates 'discovered' 4.
Enqueue c in q 5.
WHILE ∼ q.isEmpty 6.
c ← q.front 7.
Cast point cloud C centered at c using the golden section spiral method 8.
Initialize vector V of neighboring cells 9.
FOR EACH point p in C 10.
Query CPPN at p to get output value v 11.
Add p with value v to vector V 12.
Sort V by descending value 13.
FOR
Add cell centered at p with density proportional to v to structure S 18.
Enqueue Return false Figure 2 : Grow Structure pseudo code. The growth procedure starts with a root node at the origin (line 3). Then, as long as there are nodes in the queue to consider it takes the node at the front of the queue, casts a point cloud around it and considers adding a node at each point in turn (lines 5-18). A node is added at a given point if all of the following hold: it does not conflict with a previously added node, the CPPN outputs a value above the threshold Tmatter when queried at that point, the point is within the bounding cube, and the maximum number of nodes M has not been reached (lines 19-23).
been computed the points are sorted in order of descending output values. The sorted points are then looped through and the algorithm considers adding a cell centered at each point in turn. Specifically a cell, centered at point p is added to the structure if (a) the output value of point p is above the threshold Tmatter and (b) no other cell, besides the one to which this new cell will be attached (its parent) has previously been added to the structure with center located at distance < r away from p. When a cell is added to the structure it gets placed into a priority queue whose priority is based on the output value of the CPPN at that point. When all points from the current cloud have been considered the algorithm takes the cell at the top of the priority queue and casts a point cloud around it, and this process continues either until there are no possi-ble points at which to place cells or a maximum number of cells (M ) have been created. One further constraint is that the structure is not allowed to grow outside of a bounding cube with side lengths l. This constraint was imposed so that in the future it will be possible to physically fabricate the entire evolved physical structures within the confines of a 3D-printer. Fig. 2 gives pseudo code for this growth procedure.
There are several reasons why it is desirable to have a growth procedure such as this. Merely querying CPPNs over a sampling of three-dimensional space may lead to disconnected objects. Even if all but one of these objects are thrown out much computational resources will have been wasted querying these regions of space. Additionally imposing a grid over space to determine which points to query restricts the sort of structures that may be produced when compared to the "point cloud" method discussed above. For example curved structures can be constructed using the point cloud method, but only coarsely approximated on a grid. Additionally, having a growth procedure allows for providing the CPPN with knowledge about the structure's growth trajectory and environment which prove to be beneficial (see below) and which may more easily allow for environmental influences to act on this growth trajectory in more complex ways in the future.
Selecting for dynamical properties of evolved structures
One major purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that CPPN-NEAT coupled with the growth procedure just presented is capable of evolving three-dimensional physical structures with desirable dynamic properties. This is a necessary capability of any evolutionary algorithm to be used for coevolving robot morphology and control. In particular the property selected for in this work is the maximum displacement of an object due to gravity from a starting position where part of the object begins in contact with the ground.
To select for this property, an evolved virtual object is placed in a physical simulator 1 for a set amount of time. The fitness of this object is then calculated by finding the point of the object nearest to the origin of the space (where the object was touching the ground) in terms of the planar Euclidean distance. This distance becomes the fitness of the object and therefore of the CPPN that produced the object, which CPPN-NEAT attempts to maximize.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of several experiments designed to illustrate the capabilities of this methodology as well as study the effects of including the growth and environmental inputs introduced above and the effects of varying the resolution at which structures are grown within a single evolutionary trial. All experiments are conducted with the fitness function described above and each experiment involves running 30 independent evolutionary trials. In all cases CPPN-NEAT is configured to use a population size of 150, and run for 200 generations. Additionally in all experiments the value Tmatter is fixed at 0.7, and each cell of the structure is restricted to having its center within the bound-ing cube ([−2, 2], [−2, 2], [0, 4]) (coordinates all in meters) . The CPPN internal nodes are allowed to use the signed cosine, gaussian, and sigmoid activation functions. All other parameters of the evolutionary algorithm are kept at the default values provided with the C++ implementation of HyperNEAT 2 . In the first experiment (experiment 1) the radius r of each cell is fixed at 0.1 meters and the growth procedure is limited to M = 200 cells. Experiment 2 is identical to experiment 1 except the growth and environmental CPPN inputs φ1, θ1, φ2, θ2, r and d are omitted so that just the basic Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) along with the constant bias are inputted to each CPPN. Henceforth the inputs used in experiment 1 will be referred to as the full set, while those used in experiment 2 will be referred to as the restricted set.
Experiment 3 uses the full set of CPPN inputs and begins with the cell radius r fixed at 0.15 meters and with M = 60 cells maximum per structure. These parameter values remain fixed for the first 100 generations of each evolutionary trial. After the 100th generation the resolution of the structures is increased to that of the first two experiments: r = 0.1 meters, M = 200. These values, as well as those used in all subsequent changes of resolution are chosen to preserve the volume of the structures. As the radius is changed by a factor x the maximum number of cells is changed by a factor x 3 . The next experiment, Experiment 4, is identical to experiment 3, except the CPPNs are limited to the restricted set of inputs.
Experiment 5, like experiment 1, uses the full set of CPPN inputs and keeps the resolution fixed for the duration of each evolutionary trial. However, in experiment 5 this resolution is higher. The cell radius r is set to 0.08 meters with a maximum, M = 391 cells per structure. Experiment 6 is identical to experiment 5, but uses the restricted set of CPPN inputs. Table 1 : Summary of the parameters used in the eight different experiments. The full set of CPPN inputs includes the growth and environmental inputs while the restricted set does not.
Two final experiments, experiments 7 and 8 follow the template of experiments 3 and 4. In both these experiments the resolution is increased halfway through each evolutionary trial, but in this case the resolution starts at r = 0.1 meters, M = 200 and increases to r = 0.08 meters, M = 391 after 100 generations. Once again these experiments are identical, beside experiment 7 using the full set of CPPN inputs while experiment 8 uses the restricted set. Table 1 summarizes all these experimental setups.
After completion of all evolutionary trials, statistics are computed for each experimental setup. Specifically of interest is how fit the evolved structures are, how long it takes for each evolutionary trial to complete, and how robust evolved CPPNs are to changes in the resolution at which they are queried. Fig. 3 shows the mean best fitnesses from the final generation for each of the eight experiments. The first thing to notice in this figure is that in three of the four pairs of experiments the structures evolved using the full set of CPPN inputs (shown in red) on average achieve significantly higher fitness when compared with the structures evolved in the equivalent experiment using the restricted set. Moreover in the fourth pair of experiments (experiments 5 and 6) on average there is no significant difference in performance between those evolved with the full set of CPPN inputs and those evolved with the restricted set. This means that including the additional inputs never degrades performance of the evolved structures and more often than not leads to an improvement in performance.
Also noteworthy in this figure is that, when using the full set of CPPN inputs, on average there is no significant difference in the best fitness in the final generation when comparing between experiments that always evaluate structures at the highest resolution and those that spend the first half of their generations evaluating structures at a lower resolution (comparing experiment 1 with experiment 3 and experiment 5 with experiment 7). This is important, because as shown in Fig. 4 the evolutionary trials that spend their first 100 generations evaluating structures at a lower resolution run in significantly less time than those that always evaluate structures at the full resolution. This makes intuitive sense, because evaluating at the lower resolution requires fewer queries of the CPPN and allows for faster physical simulations due to the lower complexity of the structure being evaluated.
The final property of interest is how robust the evolved CPPNs are to changes in resolution. A key benefit of CPPN-NEAT over other evolutionary methods is that the evolved encoding are capable of producing structures at different Figure 4 : Mean running time in seconds with standard error bars for the two experiments that evolve structures at the highest resolution with the full set of CPPN inputs. Evolutionary trials in experiment 5 which always evaluate structures at the highest resolution take significantly longer than those of experiment 7 which evaluate structures at a reduced resolution for the first 100 generations.
resolutions, and as mentioned above if these structures are going to be physically fabricated it is important that they not be too sensitive to changes in resolution. Fig. 5 demonstrates how some of the evolved structures have similar dynamics and achieve similar performance when grown at different resolutions. This figure shows the dynamics of a single structure that achieves the best fitness in one of the evolutionary trials in experiment 5 first as it was evolved, then regrown at a lower resolution and finally regrown once more at a higher resolution. It is noteworthy how in all three cases a mass distribution is preserved that allows the structure to first fall onto its heavier end, carry its momentum through a horizontal rotation and fall once again away from its starting position.
Unfortunately, not all of the evolved structures preserve their dynamics like this example when grown at different resolutions. Fig. 6 compares the performance of structures grown from CPPNs evolved in experiments 5 and 6 by requerying at both a lower and higher resolution than that at which they were evolved. One can see how once again using the full set of CPPN inputs improves performance. When growing structures at a resolution lower than that used during evolution those grown from CPPNs using the full set : Left: Behavior of an evolved structure where each cell has radius r = 0.08 meters and is alloted a maximum M = 391 cells. Center: The CPPN used to generate the structure on the left is re-queried to produce a new structure at lower resolution: r = 0.1m, M = 200. Right: The same CPPN is re-queried again to produce a new structure at higher resolution: r = 0.07m, M = 583. Note how the three structures achieve similar performance even though structures were only evaluated at the r = 0.08m resolution during evolution. See Fig 7 for an enlarged view of these structures. of inputs on average significantly outperform those grown from CPPNs which use the restricted set (experiment 5 vs. experiment 6). When growing structures at a higher resolution than what their CPPNs were evolved for no significant difference in performance is observed between those using the full set of inputs and those using the restricted set.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates that CPPN-NEAT is capable of evolving three dimensional physical structures with nontrivial dynamical properties. Moreover a case has been made for why including additional inputs which recursively provide the CPPN with information about the growth trajectory and environment (those in the full set) is beneficial when using CPPN-NEAT to evolve such structures. Specifically, structures evolved using these inputs on average perform either equivalently or significantly better when compared with those grown from CPPNs that are limited to the basic Cartesian inputs in the restricted set. Moreover including these inputs results in CPPNs that are either as a robust or more so to changes in growth resolution relative to CPPNs taking only the restricted set of inputs.
Additionally, this work demonstrates that it is possible to improve run time performance without significantly degrading the quality of evolved structures by using a lower resolution at the start of an evolutionary trial followed by increasing this resolution partway through. First evaluating structures at a lower resolution allows the evolutionary process to more quickly search the space of possible solutions before switching to a higher resolution to more further refine the shape and mass distribution of the structures.
This work is a first step in a research trajectory that aims to co-evolve articulated body plans and control policies. The results presented here are promising in this endeavor in that CPPN-NEAT is able to find non-intuitive solutions that capture the powerful yet subtle relationship between physical structure and function. Adding in articulation will involve extending the growth procedure presented here to additionally query evolved CPPNs for cell connectivity information. For example when adding a new cell to the morphology instead of always doing so in a rigid manner the CPPN can be queried with information regarding the two cells' geometric positions to produce another value used to determine whether the cells should be connected rigidly or with a rotational joint, and if they are to be connected with a joint, properties of this joint may also be determined from the CPPN output.
More work will be needed to extend the growth procedure to allow for the inclusion of arbitrary numbers of sensors on each cell, but the current results along with previous experiments using CPPNs suggest that additional CPPN outputs and/or input flags will provide the necessary mechanisms for extending the current framework in that direction. Additionally, since the HyperNEAT variant of CPPN-NEAT has shown success in the evolution of ANNs it is reasonable to expect that co-evolving neural network control policies along with the morphology should be possible. The authors intend to tackle these problems in future work.
